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sword. They can hold us back or push
us forward.

Editorial
March 2020

How do you remember the “teen”
years, were they good to you or were
they bad. A lot relies on our reactions
and how we view things.
Humans have got a lot of growing up
to do in the “twenties”, and this will be
crucial. We have to put into practice
that ALL things are connected, and not
isolated. Everything has an effect. We
have to lose, the “I’m the only
important being here.” The what’s in it
for me, (money, power, etc,) if I do
this. We need to start resonating with
the earth and world, all levels of
beings, ie animals, and last but not
least our fellow human beings.

Welcome to the March issue of the
Magazine.

Memories

Our sense of care and stewardship
needs to come to the fore. In our
present incarnation, we will only be
here a short time, and let’s face it
nobody is getting out of here physically
alive.
So, in the coming twenties, let us be
the best we can be, and encompass all
we can. Don’t let bad memoires or
experiences hold you back. Use them
as a learning curve to improve.

Unashamedly, I put in this wonderful
photograph of a baby elephant being
showered with water. Partly because I
love it, and partly because it started to
talk to me. Elephants have such
beautiful souls, with the tender loving
care they show their offspring.

Caring and helping others is good for
us and improves our health and our
life experiences. Even Scrooge learnt it
made him happier to care and give,
than just to take.

It feels appropriate to use this picture
in the March issue, and doubly because
it’s the end of one decade, and the start
of another.

My memory drifts back to the First
World War, when so many gave their
lives for others, with an aim in view for
a better world. Perhaps we need to
evoke that sort of spirit now. If the
human race had a school report, it
would probably say must try harder.

The old saying goes that “an elephant
never forgets.”
Memories and experiences are what
makes us who we are. But like all
things, memories can be a two-edged

In this world of ours, everyone has a
role to play. Let’s all stop messing
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around and start working for the
common good. To help others is to
help ourselves.

Writing articles, not your thing? As
you can tell by past magazines, we are
happy to receive input from those of
you of a more artistic, creative nature,
ie poems, inspired writing, short
stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

With the Equinox of the 21st March,
comes equal lengths of night and day.
For the northern hemisphere it is the
start of new life in nature. Perhaps
with this in mind, is why this date was
chosen for the re-enactment of the
Brighton Experiment on 29th
September 1981, which led to Fountain
International.
The e book, “Who’d Have Thought It,”
is now in paperback, and available
online from Lulu. This charts all the
research that lead up to the Brighton
Experiment and Fountain
International.

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Suzanne Thomas

Deadline for the next issue
1st June 2020
Next Issue Out
21st June 2020
All original submissions of the
submitter welcome, within the
general remit of the magazine. If in
doubt ask the Editor.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.
Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
With regard to articles, we are looking
for 1,500 words max, with illustrations
or photos. Be a part of this special
magazine, don’t hide your light. There
is no better time than NOW!

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.
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The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.

Glastonbury Tor, UK
Linked Meditation

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

Become Involved

Many thanks for all contributions, and
getting all my ducks in a line.
Join with us for the daily sending out
of Pure Love, Light and Balancing
energies, at 7am GMT, daily, using the
focal point of Glastonbury Tor, UK, to
encompass the World and all within it.

Thank you

Check out our
Facebook Page.
Like us.

This is a free activity that any human
being can do, in aid of the world that
we live in. All can participate and help,
there are no barriers.
Not able to make the sending out time
of the energies at 7am!
You can still join in and be of great
value, by sending Pure Love energy to
the Tor, putting on the intention that it
is stored there until 7am the next day,
when it will be sent out with the rest of
the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain
International also sends out energies
once a month on the 27th of each
month at 7pm. For more information
about Tongo go to their website.

Everyone can make a difference, don’t
let anyone else including yourself, tell
you different.

A thought is all it takes.

www.tongo.org.uk
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Colin Kingshott, together with his wife
Diana, founded Silvercord Essences
and Florachology. Colin teaches
Flower Essences, Crystal Therapy and
Vibrational Essences. He is active in
research into plant sounds, plant
crystals and the bio-energy fields of
plants. From his findings he has
produced a new genre of healing called
Phyto-sonus.
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I chatted with Colin to find out more
about Phyto-sonus and how he has
created essences with the sound
resonance of plants. Music is playing
in the background of Colin’s office as
we speak.

Letters and Finally
Front cover –
Beware intermittent Transatlantic
spellings, depending on which side of
the Atlantic that you are.

Colin: That’s the sound of a Peace Lily
you are hearing. I have it wired up via
Bluetooth. Amanda: That’s beautiful.
What a treat! I am fascinated by the
technology that can allow us to hear
the plant’s sound. Can you tell me
more about it? Colin: I am using a biotranslator, which plugs into a device
connecting to the synthesiser on my
4

phone. It’s quite a simple system based
on transduction. The electrodes are
connected to the leaves of the plant.
These pick up the electrical signals
from the plant and convert it into
music through the synthesiser. It can
be used on people as well as plants.

had a plant wired up to the machine
and it was playing the sound and
everyone started laughing! I didn’t
realise why they were all laughing until
I saw that all the ducks outside had
come off the pond and come into the
room. Quite amazing!

Amanda: What got you started in this
field? Colin: I’m a synesthete: in other
words, I have mixed senses. I’ve always
heard sounds from plants and people
and thought for many years that
everyone did. I’ve had a lot of
experiences with plants - trees in
particular. When I was ten or eleven
years old, I saw a being coming out of a
tree. I was with some friends, we all
saw it and heard sounds from the tree;
we all had the same experience. Some
years later, in my twenties, I was
working as a healer, giving lectures at
Llandough University hospital in
Wales. At that time, I was working
with tuning forks and crystals - I’ve
always been using sound in some form.
I was giving a lecture to a number of
consultants at the hospital and I
realised that I needed to be able to
demonstrate, in a simple and practical
way, how a stone, for example, has a
frequency. I needed to be able to prove
what I was saying. It was at this point
that I decided to get a machine made. I
had an understanding of what I
wanted, but didn’t know how to make
it, so I found someone to make it for
me: I wanted the consultants to hear
the sound of a stone.

Amanda: What a response from the
ducks! You mentioned that this device
can be used on people as well as plants.
How do you utilise that in your healing
work? Colin: Once I had completed the
sound work on plants and crystals,
establishing what their musical notes
were, I developed a way to use these in
a healing capacity. I created a system
called DEVA - Dimensional Energy
Voice Analysis. DEVA literally analyses
the voice: any health conditions show
up as low sounds; the high tones show
stress conditions. DEVA will also show
how many lives a person goes back to
in their cellular memory. Say, for
example, I’m doing a voice reading for
someone and it comes up with kidney
problems, or fears and anxieties held
in the kidneys. DEVA would show me
how many lives back that problem
started and where that person was
globally at the time. So, if the reading
reveals that the problem started in
India, I wouldn’t suggest Bach Flower
Essences: I would recommend
Ayurvedic sound remedies to unlock
the memories.

Amanda: So this machine made the
frequency of an object audible? Colin:
Yes. I first presented this machine to
the BFVEA at their conference in 1997.
An interesting thing happened there: I

Deva
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Amanda: How do you detect such
particularities from the sound of a
voice? Colin: It shows up on the
computer programme. The voice
architecture reveals weak or heavy
tonal frequencies. From this analysis,
we can explore the relationship
between this and the systems in the
body, organs, chakras, meridians, bioenergy fields and emotions to identify
various bio-acoustic remedies to help.
Every person has a soul tone, rhythm,
melody, harmony, and it’s the same
with plants. The sound is completely
unique for each person or plant.

mix. I then photograph these to see
how the sound has changed the
structure of the water. I was doing this
about twenty years ago using a hospital
microscope camera.

Amanda: So, when DEVA identifies the
low or missing notes from the sound of
a person’s voice, which indicates
related health conditions, you can
suggest specific Phyto-sonus essences
to bring harmony. I’m interested to
know how you create essences with the
sound; can you tell me more about the
process? Colin: I am working with the
sound that creates the flower - the
formative sound. I tune into the flower,
using the machine to get the signature
sound of the plant. The reading shows
what the soul tone - or morphic tone of the plant is. So, for example, Self Heal is a note G on the musical scale; it
has a melody that is G-A-B. It will
produce that sound very strongly at a
particular time of the day. Each flower
has a two-hour slot in every twenty
four hours when the sounds, hormones
or electrical signal are at their
strongest; it then goes back to a resting
sound.

Every plant essence contains crystals
such as druse, raphide and prismatic
crystals. It is these crystals in the
essence that respond to human
thought. So, let’s say I am making a
normal Dandelion essence, using the
sun method: the water in the bowl is
covered with flowers; when I take the
flowers out and test the water, there
are crystals in it. If I play the
Dandelion sound into the water it then
becomes full of crystals. This means
the water has a consciousness and,
through the sound being played, the
hydrogen molecules bond together,
thus making the essence more
powerful. I thought that if this can
happen in an essence, it can happen in
the human body.

I started to record the plants in this
way, working out their perfect soul
tones. Then I created a device which I
call the Sound Potentiser. I can
actually put the sound recorded from
the plant into the Sound Potentiser
and then into the water and alcohol

Amanda: You said that the sound you
use is the formative sound, the sound
that creates the flower. Can you say
more about this? Colin: We record the
sound of the plant via the electrodes,
and this is cleaned up by a computer to
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identify the actual ‘soul tone’ of the
plant. The soul tone is the strongest
repeated musical note in the plant’s
sound. This is the sound of the species
so, for example, the sound of a
Snowdrop found in the UK (note F on
the musical scale) sounds exactly the
same as a snowdrop in Sweden: it’s the
same everywhere. The only time that it
will sound different is when the plant
is ill.

This process also shows whether it is
what I call a rhythm, melody, or
harmony plant at its core and this will
give us the general indication of its
uses and impacts on health and
wellbeing.

Aura Bio Sonics
Phyto-sonus is the use of phyto
resonance on the human bio-energy
field (aura) and form to bring balance
to the aura, chakras and meridians.
Also affected are emotional, mental
and spiritual states and elemental
balance in the body. This is achieved
by firstly determining the sounds that
are missing from the client’s bioenergy field using DEVA and,
secondly, giving back these sounds to
the client in the form of plant sound
essences.

Self-Heal flower and image of its
sound structure in water

Nasturtium is a note C on the musical
scale and it’s a rhythm plant; so, in
other words, it works with life-force or
energy levels. Its melody is the full
scale. By comparison, Self-Heal is a
note G and only has G-A-B, which tells
me that Self Heal doesn’t work on the
root, sacral, solar plexus or heart, but
works, in sound form, on the throat,
brow and crown chakra. The etheric
body has its own note and frequency;
7

and that shows up in specific health
conditions - muscular problems, for
example.

the astral, emotional, mental, spiritual
bodies all have different frequencies.
It’s the same through the whole of the
major and minor chakra system.

Amanda: Are you using the sound
essences to heal the land in these
areas? Colin: What I’m trying to do at
the moment, particularly in Norway, is
get the local councils and governments
interested in what we have researched
in sound essences. So, for example, if
we were to go to Bergen and, over a
period of time, analyse the voices of
around 200-300 people, we would find
out the common sound. The
composition of this sound indicates the
common illness/es in that area. What
we can do then is suggest that the local
town council plant certain corrective
plants which have the particular sound
frequency needed to heal the residents
in and around the town. It’s just so
simple. I’ve planted gardens for
individual people specifically to this
end.

So, when we do a voice analysis, it
shows up which sounds are low and we
can see exactly where that sound is in
the chakra system. This is how we get
such good results, because we tailor it
specifically to how the chakra system is
showing up.
In addition, we look at the spinal
column because each vertebra has its
own musical note, so any sound that is
missing will show up in the vertebrae.
If someone is low in a specific sound in
the root chakra, it will come up
through the various chakras in the
body: if, for example, it is the
circulation that is weak, it will show up
in the associated vertebra in the spine.
Amanda: In what ways have you seen
the sound essences helping with health
issues? Colin: I have spent a lot of time
researching this. I regularly work in
Scandinavia and I see people with
many different health conditions. For
example, I’ve been working in Bergen
in Norway and have discovered that
this is an area where people often have
thyroid problems. A number of clients
suffering from this worked with the
sound essences. Within a couple of
months, some came off their tablets. It
can be as dramatic as that. I go to
different countries giving workshops
and lectures and have discovered that
each country has its own musical note.
In the UK, each village, town or city is
made up of different musical notes and
this, we can work out, relates to the
health conditions that are prevalent in
that village or town. I’ve done a lot of
work with this: it’s called Sound
Geomancy. Totnes is low in note G,

Amanda: I love the idea of town
councils consciously including in the
parks and gardens plants that are
specifically needed for the wellbeing of
their residents. I think that should be
standard practice! Colin: An
interesting discovery we’ve made is
that the sound can go back so many
dimensions. For example, Dandelion
essence had ten dimensions of crystals
in the essence, not just one layer. I find
this fascinating. The hardest sounds I
have had to record were seashells. The
machinery I use shows the sound on
the computer as a graph. When
recording the seashells, the graph
indicated that we were recording a
sound wave, but we couldn’t actually
hear it. It was the same machinery that
I had used for many other recordings
where we could see the graph and hear
the sound simultaneously. I spoke to a
8

Mussel Essence: Stuck in the past, life,
events. The mussel sound essence will
bring growth and transformation of
the self during psychological
turbulence so helping to process the
self-recurring events.

scientist friend of mine who suggested
that we record it on an ordinary tape
recorder and see what happens. It
sounded silly, but I tried it, and when I
played it back I could hear all the
sounds clearly. It was because the
octaves were so high that we couldn’t
hear it on the computer; but by
dropping it down to a manageable level
on the cassette it had become audible.

Amanda: I have really enjoyed hearing
the sound of the Peace Lily in the
background as we speak. I also loved
the plant music on your website. Are
you using the pure sound of a plant as
a healing modality as well as within
essences? Colin: At the moment, I’m in
the process of recording the sounds for
the purpose of music. I haven’t done
that before: I’ve previously recorded
purely for the frequencies and sounds
that I use for healing. Periwinkle
plant contains dopamine, and this is
also contained in the sound frequency
of periwinkle, so I can make up sound
CDs that can support sleep, mood
changes etc. We have a large range of
flora sound essences and a system of
how to use them. One of our most
popular products is our Rescue
Remedy CD of the plant sounds. Lots
of people play this in the background
of health centres and therapy rooms.
One of the flowers featured on the CD
is the wild Daffodil. In Wales, a group
have been commercially growing wild
daffodils at high altitude on Snowdon.
When a flower is under stress, it
produces a substance called
galanthamine. Galanthamine is used
for Parkinson’s disease and problems
relating to the brain. Consequently, I
have been trialling the sound of this
wild Daffodil in a home for people with
problems such as Parkinson’s, brain
issues and memory loss.

I noticed that the frequency of seashell
sounds matches that of DNA. A mussel
shell is a soul tone C, but it correlates
to the DNA sugar cytosine, as the
frequency of cytosine is present in the
mussel shell sound. I noticed that all
the shell sounds have DNA
frequencies. FrequenSea is our range
which that includes the shells and
corals.
Within this system, we also developed
Aquaterra, which consists of seaweeds
and shoreline flowers. This system
evolved out of our work for the Spa
industry. We work a lot with the
cosmetic industry and when we are
manufacturing a cream, for example, I
put the sound into the oil that goes
into the blend that makes up the
cream. We have found that we can
attach a sound to a particular oil so
that it will penetrate the skin. The
molecular structure of the oil must be a
certain size in order to penetrate the
skin, otherwise it lies on the surface;
so, we needed to work out which oil to
attach the sound to.

Mussel Essence
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Snowdrop flower and image of its
sound structure in water

Daffodil flower and image of its sound
structure in water

We are also developing a voice analysis
perfumery. We will use a voice analysis
to find out which notes are low or
missing; we then have recordings of all
the notes of essential oils, and we can
create bespoke healing perfumes.
Roses are particularly lovely for this.
We have been working with
Aromatherapy for many years.
Everything we do is based on a lot of
research and exploration.

Website: www.florachology.co.uk
Images: Colin Kingshott
Interviewer: Amanda Krawczyk
www.theessencebowl.co.uk
(1st appeared in Sentire Magazine, July
2019. www.sentiremagazine.com

Amanda: Bespoke healing perfumes
sound divine! Thank you for this
wonderful overview, Colin, and for the
deepening understanding this brings
regarding your work and the healing
power of sound.
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general structure of all beings". Cousto
links the orbital and rotational
motions of the stars and planets to
specific frequencies for each celestial
body. The celestial frequencies are
translated into audible pitches by
raising them octaves. Cousto tells us
that the time of planet rotation is equal
to is equal to 1/the frequency of the
planet. With this formula from physics,
he calculated the frequencies of our
moon, sun, earth and the other planets
in our solar system.

Stars That Can Make A Huge
Difference In Your Life
Jill Mattson

A strong vibration, in close proximity,
causes a lesser vibration to match
itself. We can listen to the frequencies
that the planets make in their orbits.
When we hear the sounds of the stars
(raised up octaves into our hearing
range) we entrain the star tones. Just
as we see the gorgeous 'stars cape' at
night, we can let the songs of the stars
twinkle inside of us.

Hans Cousto’s (German physicist) life
work applied his scientific training link
the stars and frequencies. In antiquity
people believed that there is a deep
spiritual harmony in the design and
flow of the universe. Music is an
expression of this harmony. Cousto
was scientifically looking for this.
In his book The Cosmic Octave, Cousto
shares his revelations..."It was the
result of a way of seeing things which
moved me to combine the old
teachings of harmonics with new
findings in physics and other sciences.
The result is an all-encompassing
system of measurement which
transposes the movements of the
planets into audible rhythms, sounds
and color. This system of measurement
demonstrates the harmonic
relationship between different kinds of
natural phenomena in astronomy,
meteorology and microbiology".

Another possible benefit from listening
to star tones is to harmonize with
astrological energies (that are very
real), to neutralize challenging
energies coming in from space.
The Bio sonic website, developed by
John Beaulieu, N.D., Ph. D. observed
benefits of Cousto's planetary tones
and dovetailed this information with
knowledge about astrology:
Suntone:
Enhances a sense of strength,
motivation, self-identity, vitality and
radiance. It promotes enthusiasm,
assertiveness and determination.

Cousto explains his system of
frequency measurement, "The
harmony of music is inherent in the
11

freedom of expression without selfimposed limitations.

Moontone:
Promotes emotional tranquility,
softness and intuition. It enhances
feelings, the feminine energy and a
flowing flexibility with life.

Neptunetone:
Creates spiritual experiences and
emphasizes compassion. It supports
our dream life, artistic nature, music,
art, dance and creativity.

Earthtone:
Enhances the deep security and safety
of Mother Earth. It is the cosmic sound
of "om". It grounds and centers us.

Plutotone:
Helps us face our deepest secrets and
brings light to the darkness. The
energetic forces of Pluto help us let go
of old patterns, bringing a rebirth in
consciousness".

Mercurytone:
Strengthens cooperation and
understanding. It sharpens
communication skills through reason,
writing and speaking with confidence.

The tones that Cousto calculated for
the planets and the sun are singing on
tuning forks that twinkle in the
background of my deeply moving,
musical and fluid "You are Star Dust."
Listen and enjoy the celestial music!

Venustone:
Enhances an ability to feel, love,
receive and share, and have close
relationships. It enhances creativity. It
also increases our love of pleasure,
harmony and self-appreciation.

Adventure into the world of healing
with Sound!

Marstone:

Free Sound Healing Mp3s

Builds strength, desire, motivation and
action. It brings out decision-making
abilities and assertiveness, while
strengthening our courage and sexual
nature.

Paint your Soul CD – beautiful music
contains the Fibonacci tones, a
mathematical pattern found in stars,
flowers, beehives…Tune to this sacred
geometry (transposed into music) that
God used in creating our world. The
Solfeggio tones in this track enhance
spiritual enlightenment. Bathe in
soothing sounds to uplift your
consciousness.

Jupitertone:
Promotes openness, trust, optimism,
good fortune and brings a jovial sense
of laughter. It helps one to be receptive
to grace and adventure in life.

Star Dust CD contains heavenly music
and sounds of planets and elements of
stars and your body - converted into
twinkling tones! Harmonize with the
heavens and balance astrological
energy.

Saturntone:
Develops discipline and setting limits
with others and ourselves. It helps us
to be structured, organized and take
responsibility.

Healing Flower Symphonies The literal
sounds of flower energy embedded in
delightful music! Clear negative

Uranustone:
Enhances ability to make life changes
through inspiration, insight and
12

emotional energy and build positive
feelings!

what we emulate and acquire instead
of who we are and what we create.

“How to Heal with Sound” newsletter
(every two weeks) comes with the
music!

Charity Lost:
Before we are molded into maturity by
the cruel hands of institutional
influence and social obligation, our
inherent nature is to be empowering,
equitable, generous and kind. Our
support for each other is essential to
our transformation. It inspires us to
become someone more than we are
and how we appear. Yet, we sacrifice
our choice to express our acceptance
and empathy due to our fear of a lack
and/or loss of our personal power. Our
hands once charitable as children
become conservative as adults. We
abandon our need for community to
preserve our individual interests and
status.

Receive free mp3s at
www.jillswingsoflight.com

One For All
By Iam Saums
“Survival is the deception of
humanity.”
Society of Self:
The dynamics of social reality are
designed around the individual self.
Survival is the modus operandi
enforced upon us long before we have
the cognizance to observe let alone
transcend it. The distinction between
surviving and thriving is as significant
as living from our head or our heart.
Civilization is an all-encompassing
reflection of our egocentricity.
Selfishness distorts and manipulates
us and the reality in which we enable
with our engagement. We are
constantly driven toward personal
advancement, achievement and
recognition. Success is based upon

Possibility on Purpose:
Howsoever we choose to manifest our
lives begins with a possibility. It is a
vision that represents the who, what
and why of our personal mission.
Within our choice is the opportunity of
establishing the beneficiaries of our
intention. Most are enrolled in the
selfish social pattern of being the sole
recipient of their life purpose. True
fulfillment is giving for the sake of
giving without attachment, entitlement
or expectation of a return on
investment. Our universality is a
multidimensional expression of
13

creativity, energy and infinite
possibility. The focus of our intention
is the pathway to our purpose.

Every day in every way we have a
choice to make a difference. It is what
allows us to transcend the
commandments of social reality.

Manifestation by Intention:

“Service is the nature of the universe.”

We often decide to surrender our lives
to blind fate and circumstance. Yet, we
can choose to consciously devote them
to realizing our destiny. Our intent is
what defines our existence. Every
minute of every day is an opportunity
to inhale possibility and exhale
manifestation. Our commitment to this
practice provides us the ability to
transform any experience we may
encounter from one of personal
tragedy to triumph. Who we choose to
be and how we serve others is the
difference between one person winning
and everyone thriving. In every
moment we have the power to create
our present.

From Here to Epiphany:
We are socially influenced to
manipulate our behavior and
environments in order to achieve the
lives we believe bring gratification,
wholeness and worth. When we
embody, surround and defend
ourselves with static existence, the
starkest reality we never behold is that
we are the warden of our personal
prison. Everything we already are, do,
know or have is a fixed way of being
inhibiting our ability to evolve and
transform. Insights are the keys to the
fulfillment of our experience. They are
multidimensional occurrences that
open the vision of our perception and
empower us to become the expression
of our purpose.

A World of Difference:
Our greatest possibility is making a
difference. We are constantly given
opportunities to enrich and inspire our
lives and those of others. Our choice to
do so instantly transforms our
experience from one lived in the fear of
deficiency to one inspired by a
commitment for all to flourish. We
eventually become imprisoned by a
sentence of solitary life with the
conceited perceptions we willingly
adopt rather than the freedom of
choosing to empower community.

The Dynamic of Being:
We are the totality of our actions,
thoughts, feelings and energy. How we
occur to ourselves and others is
defined by who we choose to be. Yet, it
is much more than the characteristics
of our identity. The universe, our soul,
intuition, heart, mind and body are all
essential aspects of our existence. Our
consciousness emanates from the
entirety of our being. The balance and
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full expression of these facets
functioning in concert along with our
focused intent creates the paradigm in
which we become authors of our
experience. It only requires our choice
and dedication to fulfill our destiny.

fulfillment. When we are motivated by
our intention to serve, everything in
our imagination is conceivable. The
extraordinary becomes ordinary and
our purpose becomes our life.
One for All:

True Calling:

Who, how and why we are is our
choice. The true measure of our
humanity is in all we give and share.
Every moment in the present is an
opportunity to transcend social reality,
source possibility and transform our
selves. When we live with an intention
of enrichment, we set a precedent of
creativity, community and workability.
The will to thrive together becomes the
inspiration for all that is possible. If
one of us falls, we all fall. When one of
us rises, we all rise. Our commitment
to transform our experience from a
competition to a movement of purpose
manifests universal destiny for all.

The difference between being ordinary
and extraordinary is the distinction
between receiving for ourselves alone
and giving for the sake of giving. Social
reality recognizes charity as optional.
In some parts of the world it is even
illegal! As trivial as this may seem,
service to others is the foundation of
belonging, creativity, community and
evolution. It is the most powerful form
of being that connects us with
ourselves, others and the universe. Our
personal transformation is best
expressed in the difference we make.
Each of us has a common mission to
serve each other for the sake of all.

“All we are is all we give.”

A Passion for Purpose:
We are the vision, mission, intention
and purpose we empower. Our lives
are opportunities to transform our
selves, experiences and realities. The
personal power we emulate is our
catalyst to transcend all that is to be
most present in the present. Our
purpose inspires us to surpass even
who we believe or perceive ourselves to
be. Being an expression of the universe
allows us to embrace and embody its

One Flow of Circular Energy
Peggy Black and the Team
We are here again offering you the
tools, and the reminders of how, to
transform and shift more easily into
your unlimited self. This is a powerful
statement and we invite you to realise
that you are experiencing two different
realities. One reality in the physical,
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limited experience and once in a while
you experience your divine unlimited
self.

energies, there is space for new seeds
to be planted and new realities will be
called forth.

Those of you who are on the path of
ascension are shifting consciousness
and honouring your limitless self. As
more and more beings open their
hearts and are fully embodied, they are
allowing their higher mind to guide
and influence their lives and actions.
These individuals are becoming fully
aware of the illusion they are
witnessing and participating within.
This awareness brings a
multidimensional shift in collective
awareness. This collective shift is
calling forth and sustaining an
expanded unified field.

The goal is to purge and dissolve
unhelpful patterns, emotions and
frequencies. Look within and become
aware of the emotions that you have
stored within your energy field and
your body. It is time to clean out your
emotional closet, it is time to dive into
your cave of darkness that has held you
limited and captive for so long. These
emotions and patterns are required to
be released transmuted and healed
consciously.
This is your next evolutionary stage,
this is the opportunity to step up and
fully embody your magnificence as a
divine being of love and light, a divine
creator of form.

This unified field begins to influence
others and there will be an energetic
wave moving across the expanse of
consciousness. This is especially
important during this period of great
intensity on your earth.

We acknowledge all the work that you
have done transforming your limited
patterns and your painful emotions.
However, we are reminding you that
now is certainly the most powerful
time to finish clearing all conditioning,
limitations, and negative and
misqualified emotional energies that
you have taken on from others.
There are multitudes of divine beings
ready to assist and support as you do
this work and service for all. Ask for
help, encouragement, wisdom,
strength and guidance as you step into
your personal power to make this
significant difference.

You are witnessing old limiting
timelines and old limiting patterns
dissolving. The very landscape of what
you call normal is shifting and
changing. You are witnessing the chaos
and resistance to change.

Remember that the only way negative
limited energy can be transformed in
this reality is through the conscious
intention of a divine being who has
experienced those negative energies in
this dimension and reality. So you’re
up.

You are actually bringing these shifts
and changes about. As each person
shines their light of awareness upon
their shadow aspects and transforms
those negative and misqualified
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your own recognised magnificence.
Truly wake up to who you are. You are
ageless and timeless.

We realise this assignment might have
been in the small print at the bottom of
your golden ticket. We assure you that
you will agree it has been worth the
ride and will get in line once again.

Treasure the moments of clarity.
Treasure the moments of loving
contact. Treasure the beauty of this
dimension in all its wonder and awe.
Each breath of gratitude, each sigh of
thankfulness, each laugh of joy and
giggle of glee will ripple through this
portal of time and seed a new future
that is life sustaining, honouring of all
living things. The energy that you
anchor in your thoughts, words and
action in this dimension affects your
past, present and your future.
Remember, it is all one flow of circular
energy rippling out and touching
everyone and everything.

However, right now in your experience
there seems to be a speeding up of
time. That feeling is an illusion; you
are really in a pause as there is a
resetting of the internal as well as the
universal clock. What was, is no
longer. As you rest in the pause
between what was and what will be,
breathe deeply several times, place
your awareness in your heart and
begin to radiate from this place.
Welcome the insights that come to
you. Be gentle with yourself as you
slowly allow the timeless aspect of
yourself to come forth and show you
the way into this new portal of time
that has emerged from your dedicated
work and service to the light
transformation.

We extend our deep gratitude for the
transformational work that you
continue to express in your actions and
words. We are here to assist, support
and honour you, magnificent
starbeings that you are. The Team.
©2019 Peggy Black All Rights
Reserved. Notice is given that the
creation of videos by people other than
the author. Channel and scribe is
prohibited. You may share this
message and distribute it as long as
nothing is changed, you credit the
author and include this copyright
notice and web address:
www.morningmessages.com FREE 88
messages available.

It is in this new awareness, this new
portal of time, that you stretch into
your infinite divine self. Be aware that
you are birthing a new world by what
you have released with gratitude, what
you have healed lovingly, what you
have transformed with courage and
what you have offered generously.
Join other like minds and souls in the
physical or non-physical realms and
continue to create from this place of
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Epicenter
By Iam Saums

“The greatest light comes from the
deepest darkness.”
Shadows of Life:
The grand illusion is we are all
separate from each other. The greater
deception is we are alienated from
ourselves. Knowing, expressing and
being our self in contemporary society
has become a dangerous endeavour.
One that is often greeted with conflict,
indifference and hostility. We become
aware of our dependence on social
reality as we awaken. Beyond our
senses and perceptions are authentic
experiences that transform our lives
from routine to remarkable. However
challenging it may seem to manifest
them, every moment provides an
opportunity to transcend the mundane
and become all that is possible.

Fifty Shades of Fear:
It is not the initial fright we experience
that impacts us most. It is the anxiety
and distress that comes before and
after. The moment rarely ever
paralyzes us. It is our natural tendency
to amplify and exaggerate our fear to
epic proportions. If we possess the
power to intimidate ourselves into
antiquated social engagements and
responsibilities, then we can apply the
same energy to shift our experience
and empower our life. It is a simple
choice either to allow our fear to
dishearten us or our love to inspire us.
The quality of our focus, intent and
purpose is how we manifest our
personal power.

Ties that Bind:
Physical, mental and emotional
attachment tethers us to our personal
life sentence. Our egos, fears,
insecurities and pride enable our
immersion in a domain of existence
lived by most yet revered by few. Our
family and social programming
establishes our fixed opinions,
stimulated by education, politics and
religion. We are condemned to a
common fate endured by countless
generations. It feels like the weight of
the world is upon us because it is how
we are conditioned. Our experiences
and perceptions are socially designed
to distract, intimidate and overwhelm
us under the threat our own fear.

Distortion of Power:
Every human being has the potential to
align with an infinite source of
universal energy. Whether or not we
choose to acknowledge and express it
is entirely up to us. Some selfishly use
their power to sustain their survival
and satisfy insatiable desire. Few
graciously express theirs to make a
difference in service to others. Most
have long abandoned this opportunity
because the potential benefits simply
do not warrant their focus and effort.
Our dormant personal power cultivates
the seeds of our apathy, cynicism,
denial and resignation. Left unrefined,
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attempting to realize them through a
kaleidoscope of illusion.

it becomes envy, judgement,
resentment and toxicity.

Revelation in Darkness:
Wisdom is not found in the light. Our
darkest encounters provide the most
powerful opportunities to evolve,
progress and transform. It takes an
exodus from reality, reason, sense and
understanding to reveal insights that
exist beyond our contemporary vision.
Becoming present to something
distinct from what has been and is
requires us to release all that no longer
serves us, creating a field of possibility
within for all that will. Only when we
delve into the mysterious unknown of
our potential do we unravel the
complexities of our selective reality to
reveal and embody our true being.

The Truth about Truth:
What is true is both personal and
subjective. It is a singular path offering
solitary enrichment, enlightenment
and fulfillment. All of which is
experienced through our own actions,
thoughts, feelings, intuition and
universality. No two truths are the
same. Social reality will always deceive
us into adopting and applying the
beliefs and lifestyles of others. Our
essence sources, progresses and
transforms our unique evolution. Who,
how and why we are is a manifestation
of our choices and experience. Our
creativity is an expression of our truth.
Living our truth is how our soul
transforms our reality.

“Light shines brightest in the
darkness.”
Filters of Perception:

A Brush with Creativity:

Our eyes are not our own. Social
stimuli conditions our viewpoints to
reflect what is seen, not who we are.
Our lives are a cascade of constant
medium vying for our attention and
energy. Whenever something
traumatic happens to us, we
defensively adopt and/or invent
perceptual screens through which we
view people and experiences. We
instinctively apply so many filters, we
no longer see reality and society for
what it is, only how we believe it
should be. Insights and visions are
elusive to us because we are

Whether we are at cause or effect in
our lives, they are an opportunity for
creativity. Becoming who we were
meant to be is the definitive exhibition
of our originality. It is our distinct and
vital contribution to our lives and
society. Our soul’s purpose is to
transform our experience. Whatever
medium with which we choose to
create, it is our destiny to be a vessel
for the universe. Consciousness is the
energy of creation. Being creative
allows us to emanate our true nature.
Awareness is the essence of creativity.
When we manifest the universe into
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reality, we are helping to raise the
consciousness of humanity.

truth and vision. The opportunity to
exist at the center of our being gives us
the possibility to be as infinite as the
universe.

“The first peace, which is the most
important, is that which comes within
the souls of people when they realize
their relationship, their oneness with
the universe and all its powers, and
when they realize at the center of the
universe dwells the Great Spirit, and
that its center is really everywhere, it
is within each of us.” – Black Elk

Universal Essence:
The energy of consciousness is the soul
of creation. It is what connects
everything in every dimension.
Without it, there is little understanding
of or relation with our selves, others or
the universe. Creative expression,
evolution and transformation are the
foundations of our being. These
elements empower us to fulfill our
destiny beyond our imagination. It is
not what we bring to the universe that
manifests the extraordinary. It is how
we allow the universe to guide and
inspire us that transforms our
experience. When we live and trust in
the universe, our being transcends the
paradigm of social reality.

REALITY or ILLUSION
Geraldine Sherborne
Illusion is your general daily living
using your ego as your main driving
force. To acquire a balance using the
true concept of your energy field
shared with your inner soul self, your
morphogenesis, and your outer being,
time must be taken to acquaint your
senses with both, willingly.

In the Center:
Our existence is a creation of our
being. It is a synthesis of our actions,
thoughts, feelings, insights and
essence. Being in the center of our
experience is an alignment between
the universe and our soul, intuition,
heart, mind and body. This synergy
evolves and transforms our being.
When we become the epicenter of our
own alchemy, we are a multidimensional expression of energy. Our
focus, intention and purpose create our
experience. We claim our personal
power with our choices, creativity,

Many of us are waking up to realise
and feel that the materialism of our
present existences is falling very short
of our expectations of being alive and
present in this rather fractured world.
It is in our power to turn the key to a
more fulfilling less stressful existence,
when we realise we can personally
make a difference to the status quo of
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Allow your joyful inner Soul to take
charge of you more often, realising this
is your true and preferred path, your
connection to the World Soul, fear
free, on an adventure of
consciousness. It cost’s little, just a
small commitment of your time to
create a space for this gift to yourself, it
will be a rewarding time and can fit in
anywhere. Worshipping the formless
reality with no thought is the most
refreshing, and best form of worship!

mankind’s dilemmas by just making
adjustments to how we think and
approach our own daily lives, to make
them more interesting, fulfilling and
enjoyable.
We have through the centuries been
led to believe, and cautioned about the
inner path of the self, and so most have
veered away from delving into the
unknown part of ourselves with any
enthusiasm. Fear of this road to
enlightenment has prevented
humanity as a whole from exploring its
full potential, through the quietness of
meditation, and inner stillness, which
brings knowledge of who we truly are
through the different aspects of
ourselves barely touched upon in our
over busy lives. We need to connect to
our inner soul selves to realise the
Truth of our Being, so as to achieve our
potential fully whilst here present.

Becoming aware of duality and
awakening to the continuous
unconscious striving to return Home,
to your Cosmic energy base, will spur
you on; it is only lack of effort and
clarity of mind that slows down this
self-inflicted process. Awareness of
your own Divinity is egoless when you
come to realize that only This, is the
true reality of your being.

Other often more appealing ways to
freedom of the mind and soul, are
served by the gismos, media chatter,
choices of music and leisure. Being in
the great outdoors has its manifold
benefits. Here the subtle aspects of the
body’s energies have a chance to
expand to bring the expected feelings
of wellbeing, and a level of healing. As
you let go enough to feel so different,
you can equate this feeling with a
higher level of consciousness, and
perhaps an urge not to fall back into
the previous state of anxiety in daily
living.

©Geraldine Sherborne 04.04.2019

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED SO
FAR
By Fearless Puppy
This trip has, so far, brought me
almost exactly half-way around the
world from where I started. It has been
great fun, adventure, experience, and
offered wonderful insights into
different cultures. But it hasn't taught
me much about humanity that I didn't
already know. It has confirmed a lot
that I already suspected.
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both sides of any river that we can
swim to, climb ashore, and find golden
new possibilities waiting for us.
Most people have been hypnotized by
the commercial and political nuances
of their culture into believing that their
remedy is somewhere outside of
themselves. Those misleading nuances,
like the people themselves, are more
similar than different no matter what
culture they travel through.

People everywhere and anywhere are a
lot more similar than different. Most
are trying to be decent and happy, but
all have different definitions of what
“decent” and “happy” mean. There are
a small number of seriously selfcentered assholes, but even they are
also just hunting happiness in their
own warped fashion.

Many folks get trapped for a lifetime in
these external pursuits of well-being.
Few realize that all solutions are
within. Many are aware that there is
something wrong but just can't figure
out what that something is.

The nice people can be awfully cruel at
times. Cruel people are occasionally
nice.
No one gets out alive but most folks act
as if death only happens to other
people. There is very little real
consciousness of mortality going on.
The historical Buddha is often
misquoted as having said that “Life is
suffering.” But the word “dukkha” that
he used is more accurately translated
as “dislocated” or “out of joint,” in the
manner of a dislocated shoulder or
collarbone. Many folks give lip service
to the well-known fact that love is the
answer. They mouth it often. They feel
it a little more on Sundays and at
Christmas, but have trouble putting it
into consistent application during the
rest of their week—and the rest of their
living. They know where the best stuff
is but are disjointed, dislocated from it.

Actually, there is precious little
consciousness going on at all. Folks
seem to do a lot of life habitually and
without any deep awareness of their
thoughts or actions. Very few realize
how many choices they have. Many
folks seem busier strangling life's
opportunities with irrelevant and often
inaccurate historical misinformation
than are actually taking advantage of
those opportunities. They don’t realize
that a lot of what is called tradition
turns out to be no more than peer
pressure from dead people, and that it
lacks any valuable or even real
substance. They seem swept away by
the current of life, like a body trapped
in the current of a wide river. They
don't realize that there are banks on

Pain will happen in life,
but suffering is often optional, or at
least adjustable. Reconnecting with
The Bigger Thing eliminates the
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Many of these stories were control
devices designed to tame and civilize,
or intimidate and rule, unruly
populations. Others may well have
been meant symbolically and are still
brilliant metaphorical lessons. But
history shows that over a period of
centuries, a lot of material that was
meant to be metaphorical got
concretized, bent to individual
purposes, and sloppily translated.
Look what happens in three minutes to
a message running through a chain of
ten kids playing Telephone! Give that
process a couple of dozen centuries, or
even months, and what fragments of
the original message remain may no
longer have any resemblance to the
actual original message.

dislocation from it. That re-established
connection often supersedes and
modifies the previous connection to
suffering. It doesn’t matter whether
one tags the “Bigger Thing” as Jesus,
Allah, Buddha, Xenon the Invader, The
Field, The Force, or Self. Drive any car
you want that will get you to the
destination. Regardless of which
teacher or system is used, the quality
of attention paid by the student is a
good deal more important than who
the teacher is. Consciousness needs to
be intentionally tuned in to and is
therefore, on several levels, selfconsciousness.
More people every day are starting to
realize we are at a crucial point in
history. They can figure out later that
those tag systems were almost all
symbolic and very little was literal.
They can wait just a bit to come to
grips with the fact that they have to do
the internal work in order to enjoy
more humane qualities, not wait for
someone or something supernatural to
do it for them. But Earth is very near
immediate crisis mode. Even paying
serious attention to a truly positive
“belief” can do nicely as a vehicle on
the road to improving life right now,
saving the environment as soon as
possible, and an objectively sound
wisdom in the future.

The good part is that everybody wants
to get love and life right, even if they
are not consciously aware of it. That
desire may see very little practical
application in the modern world at
times, but an increasing number of
folks are realizing that they do want to
be improved, happier, nicer versions of
themselves. Many are searching. There
is hope.
Every day, I see more people waking
up. But also every day, another poor
jackass is born and hypnotized from
birth to think his life is so important
that yours doesn’t matter at all. These
are the guys who manufacture the
separations that keep humanity from
becoming itself. Things like sexual,
religious, national, and ethnic
differences are given such great
importance in the physical/material
world! There is nothing, in mundane
existence, wrong with the pleasures
that these differences afford. There is
not much wrong with the limited
feeling of inclusion that these little
clubs we belong to can give us—as long

That wisdom in the future will include
the courage to simply say, “I don't
know.” Admitting that we don’t know a
lot of things will eliminate the need for
blindly believing in unfounded,
unrealistic stories that dead people just
flat-out made up a long time ago.
Believing in fairytales can give us a
false sense of an actually nonexistent
security. It disfigures objective reality.
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as they're not at the expense and
degradation of any other little club.
But these likes, dislikes, preferences,
accidents of birth, and so on have no
place in the world of consciousness,
and it is insane to let them overpower
the total inclusiveness that pure
consciousness entails.

answered, “Two weeks ago, I was on
sugar!”
The nice folks will also have to be
careful to not become just like those
nasty people. It happens sometimes.
People have often killed tyrants and
then become tyrants. Revolution, by
dictionary definition, means you end
up back where you started from.
Evolution, on the other hand, puts
your way of living somewhere else.
”Somewhere else” would, in almost
every nonphysical sense, be a good
place for all of humanity to move to—
especially that nastier fraction of
humanity.
We are a unit. Whether you are
basically nice or nasty, like man or
woman ass, are born black or white, or
are from the Eastern or Western
hemisphere, we now have no
functional choice but to realize the
depth of what the American patriot
Patrick Henry said in the 1770s.
Regarding the revolution against
England, he advised his compatriots
that “we must hang together or we will
surely hang separately.” Now that we
are facing the extinction of the human
species on so many fronts—
environmental,
warrior/political/nuclear, a potentially
fatal overpopulation and draining of
resources, and more, Patrick Henry's
words are more important to live by
than ever.

I have seen a lot of human
inconsistency everywhere while
traveling around the world. There
doesn't seem any sense in being an
optimist or a pessimist. I’m a realist. It
appears that we can go either way.
Everything can work out just fine or
humanity can become extinct in short
order. Most folks are nice. Everything
depends on whether those nice folks
can muster the inspiration, power, and
intelligence to make the few nastier
people see reason. That’s going to take
some doing because in order to help
anyone else do that job efficiently, the
nice folks will first have to do a version
of it on themselves. The mechanics of
The Bigger Thing dictate that things
work the way Gandhi did. A mother
came to The Mahatma and asked him
to get her sugar-addicted child off the
sugar. Gandhi told her to come back in
two weeks with the boy. She did.
Mahatma talked to the boy and the
child stopped eating sugar from that
day on. The mother asked, “Why did
you have me wait two weeks?” Gandhi

***If you missed the Intro to this third
book (that the above piece is from) and
would like to see it, go to the Puppy
website blog section, or Wordpress, or
send an email request to
jahbuddha13@hotmail.com This is a
book in progress. You are seeing it here
as I write it! And as it says in the Intro,
it is a totally true story and may be the
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only book ever written by a
corpse!***The books Fearless Puppy
On.

In this case, we focus on a special
energy point that is located in
Valladolid. Although the Hara of the
city is a fountain in a public square,
that is in downtown, this special point
about San Bernard, presents a vigorous
connection with the two energies: the
subtle energy of the Cosmos and the
telluric energy of the Earth. It must be
said that Pisuerga is the river that
crosses the city and it is important in
this whole subject.
We are now going to the church of San
Joaquín and Santa Ana, run by the
Bernardas’ Sisters, linked to the
Cistercian line and to San Bernard.
Here we have another important clue.
The small building is a museum that
can still be visited (it has a risk of
being closed definitively, due to
difficulties of official financing).

American Road and Reincarnation
Through Common Sense by this same
author, as well as sample chapters by,
very entertaining tv/radio interviews
with, and newspaper articles about
him are available at
www.fearlesspuppy.info

This place offers us the special
experience of this point: it is about the
connection with subtle or spiritual
energies and the telluric or earth
energies. We also have the opportunity
to contemplate three wonderful
canvases of the Spanish painter
Francisco de Goya.

Saint Bernard, Goya and the
Spiritual Healing
By Macarena Miletich

The painting dedicated to Saint
Bernard is the one that will demand
our greatest attention. Another one is
dedicated to Santa Lugarda, Founder
of Bernardas’ Order. The third canvas
shows us the death of Saint Joseph,
accompanied by Mary and Jesus
himself. There are many specialized
opinions that underline the possibility
that Goya used his own face to
represent the figure of Jesus. They are
three very different pictures, with very
interesting elements to be studied.

One of the special subjects in Spiritual
Healing by Archetypes, as a Science by
itself or as supra terrestrial
"technology", if we can call it like this,
has to do with the possibility of
detecting by dowsing the energetic
points of the Planet's network. It is a
special task of planetary healing. As we
know, it is about capturing with the
rods or with the sensitivity of the
hands, thanks to the etheric touch, the
specific locations of the energy
framework of Gaia that have a special
interest.

The inspiration for this pictorial
commission was Sabatini, apparently,
which is well known in Madrid,
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especially for the design of the famous
gardens that bear his name, next to the
Royal Palace, which we can enjoy
quietly in a pleasant walk along the
zone.
THE POINTED STAR OF SAN
BERNARDO’S PICTURE
In this canvas we see a Saint Bernard
of Clairvaux healing a person with a
limp. Other painting highlight is
especially the miracle of the Virgin’s
appearance to Saint Bernard. The one
we can find in Valladolid, stand out the
three figures, with a lot of light, on a
dark background. The first thing that
surprises us is the star we found on his
head. In the ancestral knowledge, this
star is recognized as "the star of the
Thaumaturge", of “the soul who
knows".

Interestingly, the golden rectangle
seems to be clearly present in the
painting.

In the Archetypes, the eight-pointed
star corresponds to the eighth chakra,
the first transpersonal one, which is
located about eight or ten centimeters
up from the head, continuing the
"virtual line" of the Major Chakras
(linked to the body), as the beginning
of the ascension by the Upper Chakras,
outside the body, generating the scale
(or octave) of ascension till the
sixteenth chakra, called the Grail
chakra.

The 8th chakra discovery in Goya's
painting has always been mentioned by
Colin Bloy in the detailed explanation
of the higher chakras. From the
beginning I meet him, in his Healing
courses, we always have an
explanation about it. The questions
were logical from his research: is it a
simple coincidence? Is it possible that
Goya knew something about the subtle
energies of man and in nature? Would
our famous and brilliant painter have
any special access to certain
information called "secret" in his time?
It is evident that the painter is not
satisfied with expressing a "halo of
holiness", as a traditional element in
painting in order to recognize the
category of "sanctity" of the character
he presents to us. He does something
else. Could we consider it a good
premonition of the new capacity that
would arrive globally in the 20th
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century, with the changing
consciousness, in what we call the
Aquarian’s energies?

CAN WE FIND ANOTHER SACRED
GEOMETRY FIGURE INSIDE?
We have learned how to investigate the
interior structure or framework of a
painting. And all the great masters
present this possibility.

Our visit to this place can confirm all
this. Let’s see: the special energetic
point, indicated on the real floor of the
chapel, with a star of many points, is
currently operating perfectly. It is
functioning, you can test it. The dome
has an oval shape, curiously. In
general, circular shapes are better
known for this type of construction
(churches, cathedrals and so on).
There is another oval dome in the
church of San Juan, in Murcia --which
I remember, at this time--. It brings
something special, as linked to the
starry firmament.

There is a similar attitude in a large
number of artists. From Leonardo da
Vinci or Michelangelo to Velazquez
and other great masters. It is
reasonable that there is the possibility
of encountering Sacred Geometry
schemes either very apparent or
susceptible to being detected just if you
have a "detective" look, increasing on
each occasion the amazement for the
precision of the mathematical formula
or the deep meaning that we find in the
suggested geometric figures.

Next to San Bernard is the figure of
Saint Robert, with a jug. It is
understood that it is to perform the
Baptism sacrament. We can see a
white jug with some sacred water
inside. As we can interpret it from a
more current and healing perspective,
we would say that we are facing an act
of complete Healing. Baptism means
entering a new life and Saint Bernard’s
position indicates a recognizable
gesture in the laying on of hands, as a
characteristic gesture of the Spiritual
Healing’s phenomenon.

The aspect of magical mystery would
always reside in the experiences that
great artists like Goya could have. In
what environment could they meet
personalities related to a certain
"initiation"? Was there a kind of
"parallel life" among the courtiers or
nobles, to which certain artists had the
privilege of accessing?
It is a fact that repeats itself. It looks
like a musical sequence or "ritornelo".
There are many great authors who
have remained in history and who have
contributed in some way to reflection
something more than aesthetics. They
try to add a certain "transcendent"
content in their works.

So, in this painting by Goya, we can
recognize several elements.
- He had some knowledge of the
character, which is reflected in his
global attitude.

Frequently, we can find this attitude in
what we have called "great masters" of
art. Honestly, I think it deserves a new
reflection.

- He is interested in marking a
moment of renewal, such as baptism.
-The scene presents the humanitarian
service to a person disadvantaged in
their health and in their social
situation.

Expanding the research in other
famous paintings, it is common to find
the figure of a spiral. It seems a
manifestation of something
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"unspoken"... I remember at this time
that in the art of El Greco it is also
feasible to find it, for example, in the
famous painting of "The surrender of
Breda", which is in Toledo.
The special contribution that we are
investigating in this article has to do
with the plastic or subtle presence of
the Archeometer, surprisingly. Viewing
the painting live many times, analyzing
the structure, the elements, the
position of the hands, the meaning of
the symbols, led me to raise the
possibility that there was an intention
underlined in the stance of the cane,
which we found almost at first flat. But
the focus is on the top, on the hands on
the head and the pointed star.

The baptism, the passage through the
water, already supposes a vibrational
change, and it is well known from the
beginning of the times. "Water than
purifies”, “cleaning water" or "healthy
water for the soul". All rituals of
baptism and renewal indicate the need
for a new passage through the water.
In this sense, water is considered a
sacred element.

The right angle is a fundamental
element of our physical environment.
In this sense, we can remember that
the great architect Le Corbusier
proposed it as "our pact of solidarity
with Nature." In astrology, the right
angles mark the fixed points for every
natal chart. And indeed, they can
symbolize the elements of Nature.

And in the Archeometer we have
learned a lot about some specific
points. With great precision, the
number 5 point of the clock, the fifth
position of the Archeometer - following
the clockwise direction - is precisely
the one that refers to the bone
structure, as we said. In the movement
of the Archeometer, at the end of a
Healing session, if there is a pause in
this fifth position, the healer already
knows that the energy is reaching the
bones and the structure.

Since the beginning of the study of the
Archeometer as the Great Master
Archetype in Healing, the point
number five corresponds to the bones
and refers to "the structure". It
promotes a vital change in body
support. Now we have been able to
experience, after so many years, that
the Archeometer seems to "distill"
more things, when it indicates a
specific point. Bones = structure for
the living organism. Number five: life’s
structure for the human being and it
unite the number three (as trinitarian
force) with the number two, which
manifests the polarity of energy (malefemale).

I was very impressed to realize this.
The kneeling person has a specific
problem and needs a lump to move.
And the concrete position of the cane
in the frame exactly matches "our
number five" “inside” the
Archeometer. Visually, we can predict
that, any person who contemplates the
picture, is connecting with a subtle
healing energy, as superimposed in an
invisible way to the pictorial set. You
cannot ask for more from our great
artists.
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consciousness, for those who had this
access. Did they really know about it?

Take advantage of the pictorial
elements and fill them with a subtle
message, in addition to the purpose or
"commission" of the painting itself. It
is giving a beneficial influence for
everyone that looks at the picture, of
course, even if they do not realize it. Is
it not really extraordinary?

I feel particularly happy when I find
the interior motive of making an
artistic work, whether in stone, a
building or a temple, in music or voice,
designing a garden or in a canvas....
The deep reason for leaving something
embodied in the artistic world, can be
connected to a purpose not only of
beauty - which is already a healing by
itself- but with a change, on the one
hand, or providing an evolutionary
impulse for the person who
contemplates it. This is where the
Formative Forces of Creation join with
the open manifestations of life that
human beings can create.

It is very interesting to see the
application of several mathematical
formulas, to appreciate the integration
of some geometric forms that contain a
vital meaning inside them, and when
they are added, they contribute to a
subtle dynamic that goes beyond the
visual, which establishes a direct
relationship with the unconscious of
the person. The outer eyes can
promote a comment on superficiality,
seeing the beauty of the picture, just
saying —“Oh, This canvas has
something special!”

According to Colin Bloy, Saint Bernard
is the patron of all healers in the
world…

The artist has managed to look for a
certain progressive dynamic imprint,
since the "breathing" of the internal
geometrical formulas, allows the
person to receive an "encouragement"
of the superior geometry, to reach the
contact with the special level of the
supra-consciousness of the human
being. All is there, where the Sacred
Geometry unifies all the expressions of
the form, the colours and the
vibrations, previous to the matter.
ARTS AND THE HEALING’S FORCES
Goya seems to be bringing an intrinsic
approach to the Archeometer. The
three figures seem to be integrated in a
circle, roughly. It would not be
surprising now to imagine that these
great masters already knew this
mechanism of consciousness,
articulated in a rudimentary way, but
already functional in another state of

MACARENA MILETICH
Healing Instructor Archetypes and
Healer.
Healing Sound Researcher
Spiritual visits to the
Terrestrial Zodiac of Barberá (Spain)
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Writer

in the illusion. Any action that is based
in illusion comes from the
subconscious, and no matter how good
the intention nor how high the ideals,
it is not going to make any ‘real’
difference.

(e-mail:
macarenamiletich@gmail.com)
www.macarenamiletich.wix.com/maca
renamiletich

Beyond the basics of the ‘Back
to Earth’ movement there is another
much deeper movement, with far too
few people involved. Any action that is
taken in fear and survival is of the old;
not wrong or bad or shouldn’t, but it is
based in the illusion of death and
endings. Any action that is based in
Love and Truth is of the New; not right
or better or should, but it is born from
a relationship with Truth. This is not
an objective Truth that is determined
by debate and discussion: it is a
holistic Truth that is lived and
experienced.

(videos in You Tube and Mindalia TV)

THE BASICS OF THE BASICS
By Michael Roads

Any mention of ‘back to the
basics’ conjures up ideas and visions of
back to Nature and growing our own
food. And rightly so, for this is
fundamental to our health and
wellbeing. As a measure of how
important this is, all my earlier books
were on this subject, and they became
best sellers. Although organic
gardening and reconnecting with
Nature are basic and essential for us to
survive our precarious future, if our
main thrust is from fear and survival
then we are in trouble.

We are now in a time period
where a life-cycle is coming to an end.
All the signs are evident to anyone who
is observant without judgement. What
this suggests is that a ‘back to basics’
movement is a natural response to the
ever-increasing perceived dangers of
our time. If this movement is Love
based, rather than fear based, then it is
a movement that will reap a very
powerful harvest. Of course, it will
have a multitude of fear-based people
with a need to survive, along with a
smaller component of people who are
following a natural instinct to
reconnect with Nature and the Earth
on a more Loving basis.

No matter what our actions may
be, if they are motivated by any form of
fear it matters not at all what we do.
Our survival as a species is about the
development of our consciousness, not
on basic survival techniques. Even the
thought of needing to survive is based

We are already deeply into our
Earth changes, yet the more violent
aspects of this is yet to be revealed. The
birth of a caterpillar into a butterfly is
a good example of what I mean. A
butterfly is not a flying caterpillar; it is
changed and transmuted. If you are
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part of the back to basics movement,
be conscious . . . and let it be your
highest expression of Love.

‘Daffodils’, for example, are pollinated
by bees for which they supply a landing
stage of broad petals. The paperwhites
(Narcissus papyraceus) bear several
flowers at the top of each single stem
with a colour, form and a heavy scent
that attracts long-tongued moths.
Narcissus triandrus, on the other
hand, has drooping cream to yellowish
flowers called ‘angel's tears’ which are
adapted for pollination by longtongued solitary bees.

Michael J. Roads
www.michaelroads.com

Essence World News

Only a few daffodil essences are
available. The most popular theme is
spiritual guidance. For example,
Green Hope Farm’s (Meriden, USA)
‘helps us hear better, especially the
still small voice of the God within. It
amplifies and clarifies the voice of the
God within so that any personality
radio static loses its grip on our
attention’ whilst Simon Lilly of Green
Man essences uses the extra power of a
double daffodil for his essence which
‘aligns mental body with Higher Self.
Useful in deep meditation techniques
and to listening to guides or the Self’.
In contrast, Vivien Williamson of Sun
Essences uses the double daffodil
signature in an almost Wordsworthian
way to make an essence called
‘Abundance’. This ‘can allow one to let
in feelings of joy and happiness. It
releases an often long-term rigid and
constricted attitude, opening the heart
to the rich abundance of life’. May
they all help us find the ‘bliss of
solitude’ so each of our hearts ‘with
pleasure fills and dances with the
daffodils’.

By Jan Stewart

The daffodil is one of the cheering
heralders of spring. The English name
is thought to be a derivation of
‘asphodel’, a flower to which it is often
compared. However, the name
narcissus, meaning ‘intoxicating’,
probably best describes the effect of a
‘host of golden daffodils’ on our senses.
Cultivated daffodils are traditionally
coloured various tones of yellow
though white, orange or pink have
been developed. All have either a
uniform or contrasting trumpet-like
‘corona’ in the centre. Their varying
forms have led to different
classifications but a useful botanical
one concentrates on three forms daffodil, paperwhite and triandrus.
Each design affects pollination.
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the culture in which we live. These
energies often mask who we truly are
and may block us from developing our
true potential. Ways to recognise and
work with these imprints are at the
heart of the book.

Books and Book Reviews

The Energetic Dimension offers a new
paradigm for the West as to how we
function as humans. It is a paradigm
that is intuitively known by us but has
not to date been articulated as it has in
this book.
This book explores the energetic web
in which we are encased, ways to
cultivate its strengths, and heal and
remove the negative aspects of
unwanted energies. The goal is to be
able to shed the layers that block us
from truly experiencing our core
essence and who we are.
Ann Drake is a clinical psychologist in
the western tradition, and by eatern
training apprenticed with a gifted
shaman in Maylaysian Borneo. She has
devoted herself to the study, practice
and teaching of shamanism and has
worked towards a clinical and
theoretical synthesis of psychology and
shamanism.
This is a scholarly piece of work, a
marriage between psychology and
shamanism. Which should be a must
for those seriously interested in
energy and how it works in humans,
and how to heal.

ISBN 978-1-78904-137-8
Published by O Books

Suzanne Thomas

Available from Amazon @ £11.99
We are energy, our bodies, as well as
all matter, are merely slowed down
energy. We all have an energetic body
that houses all our memories and
experiences of all our lifetimes. We
absorb energies from our families, our
previous incarnations as well as from
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Believe more in your abilities to
influence your world for good. To do
this you need to become less involved
in the dramas of the worlds problems.
Worry and fear are negative energies
that proliferate amongst humanity,
achieving little, other than bringing an
awakening to overcome these
debilitating weaknesses.

Creative Corner

Commune with your spirit selves more
often to find the guidelines for your
individual pathways through life, you
are not alone. Reach out to your
multidimensional selves, which may be
a new concept to you, and others of
like mind.

Christ Consciousness
Easter Monday

Perfect yourselves with humility and
kindness and great compassion, for
every soul is a brother or sister worthy
of your attention and love. Be in the
world but not of it, bring your Light
into your lives through Mine.

Lord, please continue Your teachings
to us.
At this Easter time, I bring you My
Light, brimming over with Love and
draw you into Me for safekeeping.

YESHUA

Allow Me to enter all your lives
throughout your daily business not just
on Holy days such as this, turn to Me
as a friend, counsellor and guide in all
you do. It will be the lighter for it and
go more smoothly.

©Transcribed by Geraldine Sherborne

Tracks
By Laura Rodley ©

My Love is your protection from life’s
ills, please be aware of its flow within
you not only in times of distress, but
know it is forever present and it is
there to be used mindfully.
Open your hearts in compassion for all
that disturbs you, by bringing you own
love into these situations even though
they may seem beyond your control.
You can influence them with your
thought patterns to help to stabilise
and resume their equilibrium, your
power to do this may still be beyond
your comprehension.

The bible of the forest
is written not in ink
but by the tracks of chipmunk,
deer, coyote, fisher, and mice.
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They cross on trails born in time,

We can see how we
can Be, by tuning in daily to help this
flow,

the straightest line through,
coming into drink in the stream,

So we can know the Peace Love shares
with all who call for help.

leaving pages behind.

These moments are part
of the deepest part of our selves,
especially in crisis,

The buck gives thanks
for the deepness of the snow;
curling down in it, he is warm,

Part of the closeness, tears and
compassion found, are profound
moments.

the does curling nearby,
a fawn, each wearing the mantel

We come know we are part of the
Great Belonging to our precious world,

of night, unafraid of what
they do not know, having read

In all its complexity we
stand united, close knit in Joy or Grief,
knowing

no newspaper, having read only
the tracks of the animals

We can never be alone with heart
consciousness, our connection to The
Divine.

that have left their bible behind.

THE GREAT BELONGING
©Geraldine Sherborne 2019-04-22

EXPECTANCY

There is a pool of Love in the world
that needs our daily contribution

If you are creative, we’d love to display your
work here, whether artistic, poetic,
photographic, short story etc.etc

It can be filled to overflowing forming
streams like the branches of a tree,

Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

A web of pure simplicity, life- blood to
our world in times such as these.
Love is Light, our food,
sustaining us until journeys end at
different times.
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21st March 2020 – 3.30pm

can be easily used within the majority
of group settings. Every person or
group makes a difference, no matter
what anyone says to you, even yourself.

Re-enactment of the Brighton
Experiment
The first Brighton Experiment took
place on 29th September 1981, which
gave birth to Fountain/Fountain
International. Details of that
experiment, and the results can be
found in a free booklet “Introduction
to Fountain International,” on our
website.
www.fountaininternationalmagazine.c
om

All are welcome to take part in this
event. Data will be gathered from the
police, council, etc for today’s
problems in Brighton, both before, and
results after the experiment. (The
original healing was aimed at the Bank
Holiday descent of the Mods & Rockers
on Brighton and unrest.) Also, Richard
Creightmore who was trained in
dowsing by Colin Bloy, will dowse the
energy levels of the focal point, The
Old Steine, both before and after the
experiment. The experiment, and
results, will be printed in the April
Newsletter and the June issue of the
Magazine.

The aim of this second experiment is to
reprove that the Fountain Concept
works to aid community healing. As
places, like people can become diseased. Giving people the power, no
matter who or what their
circumstances to help the community
in which they live, with this easy, free
concept.

Everyone can be involved, whether
they are able to attend the meditation
in Brighton or not.

Since the death of Colin Bloy, one of
the main instigators for Fountain in
2004, (as normally happens,) people
have drifted away. It’s hoped that this
event will start the regeneration of the
Fountain International Network, and
give people the tools to heal their own
community, leading to the healing of
the world, which is much needed in
these times of change.

For those that are not able to attend,
but would like to take part and link in.
You can meditate for the full half hour,
sending Pure Love energy to the Old
Steine, which will be the gathering
point of the energy before it begins to
be sent out at 3.30pm, via the energy
lines into the community. See the
picture below of the Old Steine, which
can be used to strengthen your
visualisation of where the energy needs
to be sent. (If you are meditating, it
can be done on your own, or in a group
setting.)

Often people are disempowered or
confused, about what they can do to
help the world and the environment.
To put healing and Pure Love light into
the energy network, working for the
highest possible potential, is a way
forward. No person is excluded, it’s
free, and can take only a few moments
each day. It has no boundaries, so it

If you are busy at 3.30, ie in work, or in
any other activity you can also join in
by sending a Pure Love thought to the
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Old Steine. A thought only takes a few
moments.

Venue – The Friends Meeting House,
Ship Street, Brighton BN1 1AF

Either way is of great value. If you have
any thoughts or experiences whilst
taking part, drop me an e mail, I would
love to receive any feedback.

Cost £2 per person, to cover cost of
room and tea facilities.
www.brightonquakers.co.uk
The venue is 8 mins away from the
Brighton Pier, and the nearest carpark
is The Lanes. (Be aware Brighton car
parks can be expensive and busy.)

suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
If you feel inspired to start to work
within your own community, whether
working alone or with others let me
know, as I would like to start a list, to
enable the joining together of people.
Also, if you have any questions get in
touch with me.

Using the train or buses may be a
better option for you. (The train
station is 15 minutes walk to venue.
Walking directions; With your back to
the Pier head left. Turn right towards
Grand Junction Road – A259. Turn
left onto Grand Junction Rd – A259.
Turn right on Ship Street. (If you are a
more visual person there is a map on
The Friends website.)
Please arrive between 2.45 and 3pm.
Suzanne Thomas will give a short
lecture between 3 – 3.30pm. The
Meditation will start promptly at 3.30
till 4pm, and there will be a chance to
socialise with a cuppa between 4pm
and 5pm. If you wish to take a look at
the Old Steine, it is only a short
walking distance away.
As with those not able to attend
Suzanne Thomas, would be thrilled to
receive any emails from participants,
giving any thoughts feelings or
experiences with regard to the event,
and from those who would like to take
the concept further.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

For those who wish to attend the
Brighton event.

We can do this
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My aim is to build a healthy spiritual
network, with no boundaries, there is
no need to feel alone, no matter where
you are physically in the world, all are
free to share, if you wish.

All of us can make a
difference

I am truly grateful to all who promote
the Fountain International Magazine
and or Newsletter.

Be a part of this spiritual
project. Don’t leave me
hanging.

The Friends Meeting House
Brighton
Coronavirus
Please be aware that this event will
take place as organised, except if a
travelling restriction is imposed.
In which case the event will take place
at a later date.
Be responsible for your own health.
Any questions, please contact
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

Finally

E mails to the Editor

If you would like to send in your own
thoughts, experiences, images or
comments.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

Let’s not wait until it’s too late.
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